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Abstract 

The literature on game-based learning has been growing in past years. Governments and 

educators are slowly realizing the potential games have towards motivating and engaging 

students. Educational games can be more effective than traditional classroom instructions 

but that is not always the case and that could be contributed to how game-based elements 

promote learning. Seven elements were identified by studying current literature for the topic, 

and then a systematic literature review was conducted to find if there is a correlation in the 

literature between each element and learning effect. Results revealed diverse learning gains 

for individual game-based elements and that children learning gains were little when 

compared to young adults. To study how specific game-based elements promote learning for 

children a learning game context was designed and implemented. A research methodology 

was then developed to explore how combining six different game-based elements affects 

learning between a control group and two experimental groups consisting of second graders 

from three different schools. Unfortunately, the study could not be conducted due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Despite that conclusions and recommendations were made by 

speculation about possible results the study could have given. 

Keywords: Educational games, Elementary schools, Game-based elements, Learning 

outcomes, Software design 

Útdráttur 

Notkun fræðandi tölvuleikja hefur aukist síðustu ár. Bæði stjórnvöld og kennarar hafa áttað 

sig á þeim jákvæðu áhrifum sem notkun tölvuleikja í menntunarlegum tilgangi getur haft á 

nemendur. Í einhverjum tilfellum geta fræðandi leikir verið gagnlegri en hefðbundnar 

kennsluaðferðir en eru þeir það ekki og ákveðnir eiginleikar innan leiksins gætu verið að 

hafa áhrif á það. Með því að rýna fjölda fræðigreina var borið kennsl á sjö eiginlega sem eru 

einkenndi fyrir fræðandi tölvuleiki. Mismunandi er hversu mikið hver og einn þeirra stuðlar 

að þekkingaraukningu og virðast þeir gagnast yngri nemendum verr. Til að skoða nánar 

hvernig einstakir eiginleikar stuðla að þekkingaraukningu hjá yngri nemendum var 

tölvuleikur hannaður og í framhaldinu smíðaður. Sett var saman aðferðarfræði til að 

rannsaka hversu vel leikurinn getur aukið þekkingu með mismunandi samsetningu á 

eiginleikum sem einkenna tölvuleiki hjá hópum nemenda úr þremur mismunandi skólum. 

Vegna COVID-19 faraldursins var því miður ekki hægt að framkvæma rannsóknina. Þrátt 

fyrir það voru dregnar ályktanir út frá þeim mögulegu niðurstöðum sem rannsóknin hefði 

hugsanlega skilað. 

Lykilorð: Eiginleikar tölvuleikja, fræðandi tölvuleikir, grunnskólar, hönnun hugbúnaðar, 

þekkingaraukning
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1 Introduction 

In the past couple of decades, a lot of effort has been invested into research for game-based 

learning and the field has been growing rapidly. Some of those studies have showed that 

educational games can provide greater learning gains than traditional teaching methods 

(Randel, Morris, Wetzel, & Whitehill, 1992; Subhash & Cudney, 2018; Wouters & van 

Oostendorp, 2013). Others report that they can have a negative effect and many different 

reasons were contributed to that (Charsky & Ressler, 2011; Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, 

Hainey, & Boyle, 2012; Jackson, Dempsey, & McNamara, 2012; Powers, Brooks, Aldrich, 

Palladino, & Alfieri, 2013). However, it is not entirely clear if and how educational games 

can promote learning but taking a closer look at the game mechanics could be a good start. 

Researchers have studied game-based elements and reported how they affect students on a 

phycological level, but no official taxonomy exists on the subject. By combining results from 

four different literature reviews seven core elements were identified, Achievements & 

Badges, Difficulty Levels, Feedback, Goals & Rules, Leaderboards, Narrative Context and 

Points. They affect students motivation, enjoyment, attitude, competition, and engagement 

(Dondlinger, 2007; Hamari, Koivisto, & Sarsa, 2014; Pedreira, García, Brisaboa, & Piattini, 

2015; Prensky, 2001). It might be logical to assume that a combination of all those game-

based elements will yield the best results but that could not be the case. To explore how 

different elements correlate with learning gains a literature review was conducted from 

studies researching game-based learning. 

A systematic literature review was performed by following specific guidelines (B. 

Kitchenham, 2004). That included forming research questions, developing a search strategy, 

selection and quality assessment and, data extraction and synthesis. The goal for the review 

was to provide empiric evidence to explore the need for further research (Gorard, Roberts, 

& Taylor, 2004). Therefore, two research questions were formed, RQ1: How do individual 

game-based elements effect learning gains? and RQ2: How do game-based elements effect 

learning gains for children and young adults? Search strategy returned 314 studies and 15 

remained when all stages of the selection and quality assessment were finished. All the 

studies included research that featured an educational game where students took a 

knowledge test before playing the game and another knowledge test when they were finished 

playing.  The quantitative evidence extracted from the pre- and posttests found in the studies 

suggested that lack of game-based elements embedded might result in less learning gains. 

Number of game-based elements present in each game ranged from three to five where no 

single game embedding all seven elements. The elements Points, Goals & Rules, Feedback, 

and Difficulty Levels were more frequently used and seemed to provide higher learning 

gains compared to Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards. The 15 games featured in the 

studies all presented different learning context that could be a contributing factor to learning 

gains to some degree. Additionally, results indicated that children seem to benefit less from 

game-based learning context compared to learning gains for young adults. Those findings 

motivated the author of the thesis to explore how specific game-based elements can affect 

learning gains for children. 
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Evidently, adding learning content mixed with some game-based elements does not 

guarantee an effective game-based learning tool for children and that was something the 

author felt interesting to be explored. When designing an educational study it is essential to 

provide a instruments that support learning and improve current state of art (Cobb, Confrey, 

diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003). Therefore, a research methodology was developed to 

provide empiric evidence on how combining specific game-based elements affects learning 

gains within the same game context. A learning instrument in the form of a literacy-based 

game for children was designed and developed that embedded six game-based elements that 

could be turned on and off depending on experimental condition. The game-based elements 

included in the game were: Achievements & Badges, Difficulty Levels, Feedback, Goals & 

Rules, Leaderboards, and Points. Narrative Context was skipped due to being too complex 

to implement. The game included 66 different pictures each representing a specific word 

ranging from two to six letter words. The goal of the game was to write the correct word to 

a picture one after another and by turning specific game-based elements on or off, students 

experience would change but the learning context remained the same, e.g. if Points were 

turned off the player would not receive or see any points during gameplay.  

The research hypotheses stated that by combining certain game-based elements learning 

gains that students would receive from playing the game becomes significantly greater. The 

null hypothesis (H0) stated that there was not a significant difference in learning gains when 

combining different game-based elements. A between-subjects experimental design study 

was adopted to test different group, each with specific test conditions. Hypothesis one (H1) 

stated that by combining Feedback and Difficulty Level for a control group and the same 

elements for an experimental group but also including Goals & Rules and Points will result 

significantly higher learning gains for the experimental group. Hypothesis two (H2) stated 

that a second experimental group that played the game with all six game-based elements 

turned on, i.e. additionally adding Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards would return 

significantly less learning gains than the first experimental group. Learning gains were to be 

measured by having each group carrying out a pretest before playing the game and a posttest 

afterwards. Each pre- and posttests included 12 different pictures and required students to 

write the correct word below each picture. Test results means between pre- and posttest were 

to be used to determine learning gains for each group and compare between them. 

The author aims for this study was to provide empirical evidence on how combining different 

game-based elements in a game-based learning context for children affects learning gains. 

Current state of art does not report conclusive evidence for this, and empirical evidence could 

guide creators of educational games developing a more effective learning tool. Studies  

indicate that game-based learning can reduce students anxiety towards subjects and increase 

self-efficacy (Hung, Huang, & Hwang, 2014) and making educational games a more viable 

choice compared to traditional classroom instructions should be beneficial for both teachers 

and students.
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2 Background 

Academic achievements can be limited for students that struggle with low self-efficacy. For 

those individuals teachers should match task difficulty and pair them with stronger pupils 

for support and consequently help them gain more self-efficacy (Margolis & McCabe, 2003). 

Motivation has also been positively linked with academic achievements (Broussard & 

Garrison, 2004) but students can find it hard to be motivated towards learning.  

Many methods have been used to motivate students including the use of real life materials 

as rewards such as snacks or to see an admired person, e.g. Santa Claus (Tella, 2007). 

Students showed increased motivation when given the opportunity to challenge the way they 

were learning through collaboration with their teacher (Watters & Ginns, 2000). Another 

approach that does not rely on extrinsic motivation is learning through play. 

Learning through play is intrinsically motivating, involves some level of active engagement, 

and has make-believe quality (Rieber, 1996). Adding digital game play into classroom 

curriculum should not only motivate and help students with low self-efficacy but could also 

increase overall learning efficiency. Many have been promoting that believe and advocating 

for the use of games in education (Prensky, 2006; Van Eck, 2006). That view is growing as 

the National Academy of Sciences in the USA concluded that due to student’s faint academic 

performance in science educational games are worthy of future investment to improve 

science learning (Honey & Hilton, 2011). 

Teachers have started to follow suit reporting students finally showing an positive attitude 

towards learning and even claimed that game-based learning is definitely the way to teach 

in the future (Kebritchi, Hirumi, & Bai, 2010). Studies show that learning gains might not 

be significantly higher compared with traditional teaching methods but students enjoy 

curriculum based games and even prefer to play them over recreational activities (Rosas et 

al., 2003).  

The future of education might largely lie in game-based learning but that entirely depends 

on how effective a learning tool they are. 

2.1 Effective game-based learning 

Game-based learning can be defined as an interactive game that is based on a set of agreed 

rules and constraints with a clear goal set by a challenge providing constant feedback on 

progress (Wouters & van Oostendorp, 2013). It is essential that a game covers subject matter 

but it also needs to engage learners in an affective, behavioral, cognitive, and sociocultural 

level (Plass, Homer, & Kinzer, 2015). Games that combine all these properties potentially 

provide an effective learning tool. 

A earlier review on game-based literature found and compared 68 studies on games for 

learning that covered language arts, physics, biology, and logic. Only one third or 22 of them 

reported learning gains favoring games over traditional classroom instructions (Randel et al., 
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1992). A more recent review revealed that interest in educational games has been growing 

rapidly returning more than seven thousand search results on the subject. A quality-based 

exclusion left 49 high quality studies on games for learning providing empirical evidence 

about platform, genre, subject, and learning outcome. Subjects that were covered included 

computing, engineering, geography, history, language, mathematics, science, social issues, 

and statistics. Overall findings reported that when learning through games, students were 

more motivated and enjoyed playing but learning was not found to be more effective than 

with traditional methods (Connolly et al., 2012) but combining traditional methods and 

games did improve learning gains. 

Adding teacher instructional support with game play turned out to effectively increase 

learning for elementary school students (Wouters & van Oostendorp, 2013) and when the 

same method was applied at higher education it did not only show learning gains but also 

improved attitude, engagement, and motivation (Subhash & Cudney, 2018). Clearly, game-

based learning can have a positive effect even if traditional methods show greater learning 

effect, but they can also have a negative impact. 

Students creating concept maps to learn history showed negative learning gains when 

exposed to a critically acclaimed commercial video game. The game included historical 

landmarks and detailed information on ancient nations, but gameplay was not dependent on 

using that information. Results showed that the game confused students for the task in hand 

(Charsky & Ressler, 2011) indicating that game-based learning needs to be carefully 

designed. A larger meta-analytical review investigated the effect of games on cognitive 

information processing skills. It included 72 studies and concluded that playing commercial 

games had a negative impact on learning (Powers et al., 2013). Students that showed 

significantly better engagement towards the learning materials in a game-based environment 

than a coached practice environment that included no game-based elements, still performed 

worse on posttest (Jackson et al., 2012).  

The mixed results on learning gains from various studies yielded that the next logical step in 

this study was to take a closer look at game-based elements. 

2.2 Definition of game-based elements 

As stated earlier, a quite a lot of research has been done in the field of game-based learning. 

The main characteristics of those game are the game-based elements they embed. Searching 

for a widely accepted taxonomy of game-based elements did not yield any conclusive results. 

However, several studies have carried out systematic mapping and literature reviews that 

aim to identify and explain game-based elements. In order to create a taxonomy of game-

based elements for this study data was collected by combining results from four different 

papers (Dondlinger, 2007; Hamari et al., 2014; Pedreira et al., 2015; Prensky, 2001). The 

papers reviewed a total of 88 empirical studies ranging from the year 1997 to 2014 providing 

quantitative evidence. Seven game-based elements were found, categorized, and described 

as follows (see Table 1). 

Achievements & Badges were described as a special kind of rewards that are given out when 

user has completed a specific goal, e.g. reaching a specific number of points, or completing 

several unique tasks without error. A player collects rewards within a game and in some 
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cases can compare his/her achievements to other players. Studies reported that this element 

can be used to influence user attitude and behavior, provide enjoyment, and create 

competitive study environment (Hamari et al., 2014). 

Difficulty Levels were found to be defined in terms of challenges, that are increasingly more 

difficult, that player faces as he/she progresses further in the game (Prensky, 2001). 

Typically rewarded, e.g. with an increase number of points accordingly (Pedreira et al., 

2015). Studies reported that most students enjoyed the challenge that generates social 

motivation (Hamari et al., 2014). 

Feedback was identified as a means of interaction in the form of multisensory cues (video 

and audio) between the player and the game environment. This was considered useful to 

inform player about his/her ongoing progress and could also provide hints (Prensky, 2001) 

help the player progress in the game. Feedback was also considered to provide better 

understanding on game-based rules (Dondlinger, 2007), increase enjoyment and help to 

engage players participation (Hamari et al., 2014). 

Goals & Rules were described as the laws of frame in the game. Typically based on the 

learning context but often on game-based mechanics, e.g. loosing points, or lives when an 

error or wrong answer is given. Multisensory cues and hints were regarded as a vital tool to 

present and enforce them. Studies reported them to provide a clear objective and to keep 

players engaged (Dondlinger, 2007; Prensky, 2001). 

Leaderboards (also referred to as Ranking) were described as a ranking containing the top 

players. Position can be defined by, i.e. points, levels completed, or number of votes 

received. Studies reported this element to encourage the use of collaborative environment 

(Pedreira et al., 2015). In addition, it was reported to increase motivation, encourage 

competition, and extend duration users spent playing the game (Hamari et al., 2014). 

Narrative Context was found to be a form of a story-based narrative dialog that can be read 

or listened to (or both). Used to engage the player by allowing him to participate and often 

influence how the story progresses. Sometimes associated with a 3D dimensional world and 

has been shown to increase spatial awareness and create a cognitive framework for learning 

problem-solving tasks (Dondlinger, 2007). 

Points were described as rewards in the form of points given on completion of a certain task 

(Pedreira et al., 2015). This element was reported to employ enjoyment, engagement and 

increase motivation (Hamari et al., 2014). 

Three other game-based elements were presented in the four review papers, voting, betting, 

and visual metaphor. They were identified on only a few occasions and considered to be 

irrelevant for this study. 
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Table 1 Game-based elements categorized and explained. 

Element name Description Perceived Effect 

Achievements & 

Badges 

 

Difficulty Levels 

 

 

Feedback 

 

 

Goals & Rules 

 

 

Leaderboards 

 

 

 

Narrative Context 

 

 

Points 

Rewards that are given out then 

player completes a specific goal 

 

Increasingly more difficult 

challenges as player progresses 

further 

Multisensory cues to inform player 

progress and provide hints 

 

Frame the laws of the game based on 

learning context or game mechanics 

 

Ranking of top players defined by a 

specific in game metric 

 

 

Story-based narrative dialog that 

engages player to participate 

 

Rewards in the form of points on 

completion of a certain task 

Attitude, Competitive, 

Enjoyment, Influence,  

 

Enjoyment, Motivation 

 

 

Engagement, Enjoyment 

 

 

Engagement, Objectives 

 

 

Collaborative, 

Competition, Duration, 

Enjoyment 

 

Cognitive, Motivation, 

Spatial 

 

Engagement, Enjoyment, 

Motivation 

 

   

 

Having categorized and explained perceived psychological effects that game-based elements 

have on students it was decided to research the literature to find if there is a correlation 

between the game-based elements and learning effect. 
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3 Systematic literature review 

The main purpose of this review was to determine and categorize the learning effect that 

game-based elements promote to identify gaps and need for further research. Researchers 

have been promoting systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping to support future 

research and provide guidelines in software engineering (B. A. Kitchenham, Budgen, & 

Pearl Brereton, 2011; Petersen, Feldt, Mujtaba, & Mattsson, 2008). Their research showed 

that whereas mapping studies will provide an overview of the state of art and can save time 

and effort, a systematic review investigating the state of evidence in specific topics is 

preferred. Since empirical evidence was needed about how specific game-based elements 

promote learning in the field of game-based learning a systematic literature review was opted 

in this case. 

To conduct a systematic review of current empirical evidence a general guideline for 

software engineering researchers was followed for undertaking systematic reviews (B. 

Kitchenham, 2004). This procedure includes developing a review protocol that includes 

formulating a research question, identifying potential studies by generating a search strategy, 

selecting and assessing papers using selection criteria and quality assessment, data extraction 

and data synthesis and finally communicate the results effectively. 

3.1 Conducting the review 

The main purpose of this review was to explore and compare the effectiveness of game-

based elements used in games for learning. When developing the review protocol, it was 

decided that the minimum number of studies with empiric evidence that were required would 

be 14-18 in total. 

3.1.1 Research question 

Research questions were formulated from mixed results on learning effect from studies in 

section 2.1. Some game contexts that those studies featured implemented game-based 

elements on a varying level of quality. To be beneficial it was decided to systematically 

identify and measure learning gains across high quality studies and provide quantitative 

empiric evidence on the subject. 

RQ1: How do individual game-based elements effect learning gains? 

Answering RQ1 was expected to reveal at what extent game-based elements effect 

learning. It would also expose what elements promote learning gains better that others. 

RQ2: How do game-based elements effect learning gains for children 

and young adults? 

Answering RQ2 was expected to determine if there is a difference between how game-

based elements effect learning gains for children versus young adults. 
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3.1.2 Search strategy 

A search strategy was developed to yield studies that would provide empirical evidence on 

pretest and posttest means measuring learning gains from researchers in the field of game-

based learning. Search terms were formulated (see Table 2) in a way that would not restrict 

results risking leaving out potential studies so educational and game was determined 

suitable to return game-based learning studies. To provide empirical learning gains mean 

evidence the terms pretest and posttest were selected. All keywords were searched with the 

Boolean AND operator. 

 

Table 2 Search terms used for review. 

#Search Term Keyword Boolean Operator 

1 educational AND 

2 

3 

4 

game 

pretest 

posttest 

AND 

AND 

AND 

 

Search efforts were limited to digital academical databases. Suitable search systems were 

selected based on recent research that compares and categorizes different search systems 

(Gusenbauer & Haddaway, 2019). Search systems were selected that focus on computer 

science or are multidisciplinary that have field of subject filtering and allow use of Boolean 

operators. Eight systems, ACM Digital Library, AMiner, CiteSeerX, Digital Bibliographic 

& Library Project (DBLP), IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, Scopus and Web of Science were 

included for the search strategy. The search criteria were limited to studies published from 

2010 and newer to provide state of art results. 

 

Backward and forward snowballing has been used as a search strategy instead of digital 

database search when conducting a systematic literature review. When comparing the 

results of using these methods they have been found to return similar results (Jalali & 

Wohlin, 2012), but combining them and adopting a hybrid approach has been shown to 

increase the overall quality of the review process (Mourão et al., 2020). For this systematic 

literature review a hybrid approach was adopted by adding one iteration of backward 

snowballing as a final stage in the selection and quality assessment process. 

 

Table 3 Search systems and results. 

Search system Search date Number of results 

ACM Digital Library 19.4.2020 66 

AMiner 

CiteSeerX 

DBLP 

IEEE Xplore 

ScienceDirect 

Scopus 

Web of Science 

Total 

18.4.2020 

19.4.2020 

19.4.2020 

18.4.2020 

19.4.2020 

20.4.2020 

20.4.2020 

18-20.4.2020 

8 

6 

0 

16 

51 

110 

57 

314 
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Combined search efforts (see Table 3) that were conducted over a three-day period 

returned a total of 314 results. Majority of them (110) came from Scopus, ACM Digital 

Library (66), Web of Science (57) and ScienceDirect (51). 

3.1.3 Selection and quality assessment 

Selection and quality assessment were constructed in 5 stages (see Figure 1). Stages 1-4 

contained different exclusion criteria and the final stage included new studies by using 

backward snowballing. For each stage, results were imported into a separate EndNote X9 

library to track progress and in case a further review was needed. 

Stage 1: Exclude by citation 

The quality of the studies that search efforts returned was assessed by excluding studies 

based on the number of citations they had accumulated since published. The minimum 

threshold was set as 5 citations per year. That left 30 out of 314 studies remaining. 

Stage 2: Exclude duplicates and reference type 

Duplicate papers were removed and studies that have not gone through the process of 

review, i.e. only journal articles and conference proceedings. When finished 24 studies 

remained, 23 from journals and 1 from conference proceedings 

Stage 3: Exclude based on title, keywords and abstract 

Excluding irrelevant studies by reading through title, keywords and abstract. That left 17 

studies, 16 journal and one conference proceedings. 

Stage 4: Exclude by non-empiric data 

Look through remaining studies and search for numeric data that provides pre- and posttest 

means to identify empiric evidence and exclude when not present. Only 9 remained, 8 

journal and 1 conference proceedings. 

Stage 5: Backward snowballing 

Backward snowballing was used to include further studies that did not turn up when 

searching digital databases. Six new studies, all from journal articles, that qualified all 

exclusion criteria were identified based on the combined reference list from studies 

remaining from stage 4, making the number of studies in total 15.
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Figure 1 Selection and Quality Assessment process. 

 

3.1.4 Data extraction and synthesis 

From the set of studies resulting from stage 5 in the selection process, the data was extracted 

using a pre-defined data extraction form (see Appendix B). Numeric data, in the form of a 

grade that students received that carried out the test, was easily identified and collected 

without complications from all the 15 studies. For one study [A13] data extraction from a 

figure was needed to provide quantitative values for pre- and posttest mean. 

Stage 1 

Remove studies that have 

received less that 5 citations 

per year since published 

N=314 N=30 

N=24 
Stage 3 

Exclude studies based on title, 

keywords and abstract 

N=17 

Stage 4 

Exclude studies that are not 

empirical studies with pretest 

and posttest data 

N=9 N=17 

Stage 2 

Remove duplicates and 

exclude studies that are not 

published studies, conference 

proceedings or journals 

 

N=30 N=24 

N=9 
Stage 5 

Snowballing for new studies 

within same criteria as above 

N=15 
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Data synthesis was performed for both pre-test and posttest mean, and age groups. Pre- and 

posttest mean values in the studies used different grade scales and were therefore all 

normalized to an upper value of 100. Learning gains was then calculated as numeric 

difference between normalized values for pre- and posttests results. Two age groups were 

created; children, 15 years and younger; young adults, 16 years and older. 

3.2 Results 

This section presents the data found reviewing all the studies as can be seen in Appendix C. 

Extracting the data returned quantitative values providing a strong evidence on the 

relationship between game-based elements and learning gains. Game-based elements were 

identified both from pictures and descriptions. 

3.2.1 Studies characteristics 

The metadata collected from the 15 studies reviewed included search origin, publication 

place and year (see Table 4). 

A review of the selected studies search origin revealed that four or 27% of them came from 

ScienceDirect [A2, A4, A5, A15], three (20%) from Scopus [A1, A6, A12] and a single 

study for each came from ACM Digital Library [A14] and Web of Science [A13].  Most of 

them or six (40%) came from the backward snowballing performed in the last stage [A3, A7, 

A8, A9, A10, A11]. No studies from any of the other search systems made it through all the 

exclusion steps.  

When looking at publication year it turns out that more than half or 54% of the included 

studies were published in 2011 [A7, A8, A10, A11] and 2012 [A1, A2, A4, A9]. Two in 

2013 [A13, A15] and 2014 [A3, A6] with the total of 4 (26%). Lastly 2015 [A14], 2016 [A5] 

and 2018 [A12] had a single study for each year. 

All but one study was published as a journal article and most of them or 60% in Elsevier’s 

Computers & Education journal [A2, A3, A4, A7, A8, A9, A11, A12, A15]. Two, or 13%, 

were published in Wiley’s British Journal of Education Technology [A1, A6]. A single study 

was published in each of the journals Computers in Human Behavior [A4], Journal of 

Educational Psychology [A13] and Journal of the Learning Sciences [A10]. The only 

publication resulting from conferences came from proceedings of eleventh annual 

International Conference on International Computing Education Research [A14].
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Table 4 Studies characteristics by year, origin, publication, and subject.  

Search origin N %* 

ACM Digital Library 

ScienceDirect 

Scopus 

Snowballing 

Web of Science 

Total 

Year published 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2018 

Total 

1 

4 

3 

6 

1 

15 

N 

4 

4 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

15 

7% 

27% 

20% 

40% 

7% 

100% 

% 

27% 

27% 

13% 

13% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

100% 

Published as 

Conference paper 

Journal paper 

Total 

Published by 

British Journal of Educational Technology 

Computers & Education 

Computers in Human Behavior 

Journal of Educational Psychology 

Journal of the Learning Sciences 

Proceedings of eleventh annual ICICER 

Total 

Subject 

Executive functions 

Language Arts 

Mathematics 

Science 

Total 

N 

1 

14 

15 

N 

2 

9 

1 

1 

1 

1 

15 

N 

1 

3 

4 

7 

15 

% 

7% 

93% 

100% 

% 

13% 

60% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

100% 

% 

7% 

20% 

27% 

47% 

100% 

   
*Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding. 

Seven studies [A5, A6, A7, A8, A11, A13, A14] or just under half of the studies (47%) tested 

learning gains for science related subjects. Four (27%) studies [A1, A3, A4, A10] featured 

mathematics related subjects. Three studies [A2, A9, A15] or 20% showed learning gains 

for subjects in language arts and a single study [A12] tested executive functions. 
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3.2.2 Game elements, learning gains and age groups 

The empirical data collected from the 15 studies reviewed included, pre- and posttest mean 

gains, game elements that were identified and age groups (see Table 5). All studies 

concluded that the learning difference between pretest and posttest were statistically 

significant. 

Of a total of seven unique game elements, Achievements & Badges (AB), Difficulty Levels 

(DL), Feedback (FB), Goals & Rules (GR), Leaderboards (LB), Narrative Context (NC) and 

Points (PO), the number and types of game elements identified in each study was diverse. 

Four studies [A3, A4, A11, A14] featured games that included only three difference game-

based elements. Seven studies [A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A12, A15] had games with four 

different game-based elements. A combined number of five different elements were found 

in four studies [A1, A2, A5, A13]. No study featured all seven game elements and none less 

than three. 

Learning gains mean was 15.48 for a total of 100 (see Section 3.1.4) with standard deviation 

of 9.79. The data was considered closely distributed since 80% (12 studies) lie within 1 

standard deviation and 93% (14 studies) lie within 2 standard deviation. 

Two studies had the lowest learning gains of 3.08 [A7] and 3.28 [A9]. One researcher 

concluded that one possible reason for that was that Newtonian physics is a cumbersome 

subject and traditional learning methods had shown the same low results [A7]. The other 

reported that students thought that the feedback the game gave them was repetitive and levels 

were too long and lacking proper instructions. The largest gains turned out to be 40.38 [A11] 

where the researcher suggested that game-based learning was more suitable at a university 

learning levels when comparing other results performed at a collage level. Other studies [A1, 

A3, A4, A5, A6, A8, A10, A12, A13, A14, A15] showed learning gains range between 7.00 

and 24.48. 

For the two age groups that were defined (see Section 3.1.4), two thirds featured children 

(ages 6-15) and  one third young adults (16 years and older). Ten studies [A1, A2, A3, A4, 

A5, A6, A7, A10, A12, A13] involved children and five studies [A8, A9, A11, A14, A15] 

young adults. 
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 Table 5 Game elements, learning mean gains and age groups by study. 

Study Game elements Gains Age groups 

A1 AB, DL, FB, GR, PO 9.65 Children 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

A8 

A9 

A10 

A11 

A12 

A13 

A14 

A15 

DL, FB, GR, NC, PO 

FB, GR, PO 

DL, FB, GR 

DL, FB, GR, LB, PO 

DL, FB, GR, PO 

AB, DL, FB, NC 

DL, FB, GR, NC 

DL, FB, NC, PO 

DL, FB, GR, PO 

FB, NC, PO 

DL, GR, LB, PO 

DL, FB, GR, LB, PO 

DL, FB, GR 

FB, GR, NC, PO 

24.48 

10.71 

7.00 

12.45 

22.32 

3.08 

18.52 

3.28 

15.00 

40.38 

10.70 

10.25 

20.83 

23.60 

Children 

Children 

Children 

Children 

Children 

Children 

Young adults 

Young adults 

Children 

Young adults 

Children 

Children 

Young adults 

Young adults 

   

Mean = 15.48, SD = 9.79 

In addition it was noted (see Appendix C) that research methods were carried out over a 

different period ranging from 1 day [A7, A10, A14, A15], few weeks [A4, A6, A12], or up 

to 18 weeks [A1]. In two studies students participated over the internet paying the game 

online as well as taking the pretests and posttests [A3, A14]. 

3.2.3 Game-based elements learning gains mean 

Learning gains mean was synthesized for all game-based elements across studies and in 

categorized by children and young adults. The results provided enough empirical evidence 

to answer the two research questions and were as follows. 

RQ1 Learning gains mean and frequency 

Learning gains mean varied between game-based elements and frequency of their occurrence 

was diverse. The lowest found was 6.37 while the highest was 18.89. Grand mean for all 

elements was 13.92 (see Figure 2).  

Three sets of game-based elements turned out to provide lower learning gains mean when 

compared to the grand mean of 13.92. Achievements & Badges measured with the lowest 

mean of 6.37 and could only be identified in two studies [A1, A7]. Leaderboards was found 

in three studies [A5, A12, A13] with 11.13 learning gains mean and Difficult Levels showed 

a learning gains of 13.13 and was found in all but three studies [A3, A11, A15]. 

The other four sets of game-based elements provided results higher than then learning gains 

grand mean. Points were measured with 16.62 learning gains and could be identified in 

eleven different studies [A1, A2, A3, A5, A6, A9, A10, A11, A12, A13, A15]. Feedback 

provided a learning gains mean of 15.83 and was the most frequently identified game-based 

element being present in 14 studies [A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A11, A13, 

A14, A15]. Goals & Rules showed a 15.46 learning gains mean and was recognized in all 
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but three studies [A7, A9, A11]. The highest measured game-based element was Narrative 

Context with learning gains mean of 18.89 and occurred in six studies [A2, A7, A8, A9, 

A11, A15] despite including two of the studies that had the lowest learning gains [A7, A9] 

compared to all the studies.  

  

Figure 2 Game-based elements learning gains mean and frequency. 

In addition, it was noted that one of the studies [A2] reviewed provided quantitative evidence 

that students showed high engagement for the story enriched environment (Narrative 

Context) and needed few teacher reprimands to stay on task resulting greater learning gains. 

Another study [A14] that contained three game-based elements (Difficult Levels, Feedback 

and, Goals & Rules) reported that students that used the game were able to match learning 

gains from traditional learning methods in approximately half the time. 

RQ2 Learning gains mean between children and young adults 

Looking at how individual game elements affect learning gains between children and young 

adults (see Table 6) reveals a significant difference in learning gains mean. Where students 

were children the learning gains mean was 12.13 while where studies featured young adults 

the learning gains mean was 20.08. 

Achievements & Badges were identified in two studies [A1, A5] and results showed the 

lowest learning gains mean of 6.37. In the two studies the participants were children and this 

element could not be identified in any of the studies that featured young adults. 

Difficult Levels was found in nine were studies [A1, A2, A4, A5, A6, A7, A10, A12, A13] 

where students were children and showed 12.77 learning gains mean. This element was 

identified in three studies [A8, A9, A14,] where participants were young adults and results 
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showed a slightly higher learning gains mean of 14.21 compared to learning gains for 

children. 

Feedback was present in nine studies [A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A10, A13] where 

participants were children and results showed a learning gains mean of 12.77. All five studies 

[A8, A9, A11, A14, A15] featuring young adults included that element and showed a 

learning gains mean of 21.32 showing much higher results. 

Table 6 Learning gains mean by game element and age 

Game element Children mean (N) Young adults mean (N) 

Achievements & Badges 6.37 (2) N/A 

Difficult Levels 

Feedback 

Goals & Rules 

Leaderboards 

Narrative Context 

Points 

Mean 

12.77 (9) 

12.77 (9) 

13.62 (9) 

11.13 (3) 

13.78 (2) 

14.45 (8) 

12.13 

14.21 (3) 

21.32 (5) 

22.99 (3) 

N/A 

21.45 (4) 

22.42 (3) 

20.08 

 

Goals & Rules were identified in nine studies [A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A10, A12, A13] 

where students were children and results showed 13.62 learning gains mean. The element 

was also identified in four [A8, A11, A14, A15] studies that featured young adults and 

learning gains mean were 22.99 which is significantly higher than the studies that included 

children. 

Leaderboards was found in only 3 of 15 studies. All the three studies [A5, A12, A13] 

featured children and learning gains mean was 11.13. 

Narrative Context was identified in only two studies [A2, A8] where students were children 

and showed a 13.78 learning gains mean. When featuring young adults total of four studies 

[A8, A9, A11, A15] included the element and results showed a learning gains mean of 21.45 

is that significant higher when compared to the studies where students were children. 

Points could be identified in eight studies [A1, A2, A3, A5, A6, A11, A12, A13] where 

students where children and results showed 14.45 learning main gains. Three studies [A9, 

A11, A15] where students were young adults showed a 22.42 learning gains mean which 

were significantly higher when compared to the studies including children. 

To summarize the learning gains difference for children and young adults were as follows; 

Achievements & Badges, M (children) = 6.37, M (young adults) = N/A; Difficult Levels, M 

(children) = 12.77, M (young adults) = 14.21; Feedback, M (children) = 12.77, M (young 

adults) = 12.32; Goals & Rules, M (children) = 13.62, M (young adults) = 22.99; 

Leaderboards, M (children) = 11.13, M (young adults) = N/A; Narrative Context, M 

(children) = 13.78, M (young adults) = 21.45; Points, M (children) = 14.45, M (young adults) 

= 22.42. 
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3.3 Discussion and rationale for theses 

The literature review contained quality studies that provided empirical evidence about game-

based elements and learning efficiency. Narrative Context showed the highest learning gain, 

but Difficult Levels, Feedback, Goals & Rules, and Points followed closely. Achievements 

& Badges and Leaderboards showed lower learning gains that needed to be explored further. 

Studies that featured children reported lower learning gains when compared to learning gains 

for young adults that might indicate that to many game-based elements hinder the task of 

learning but that needs to be explored further as well. 

3.3.1 Review weight 

The minimum number of required studies was set to 14-18 to give comparison on empirical 

data enough weight as required by the researcher. A lower number could have resulted study 

by study comparison on game elements that would not have minimized results significance. 

All game element comparison included data from at least two studies many up to eight and 

nine studies.  

Without the backward snowballing step only eight studies would been included and therefore 

not met the minimum required. That could have been fixed by lowering the citation threshold 

and include more studies at Stage 1 during the selection process. However, by doing so the 

overall quality of the review is reduced. 

3.3.2 Research questions conclusion 

The main purpose of this literature review was to be able to answer the two research 

questions. They question how individual game-based elements promote learning gains for 

students and ask if there is a difference between children and young adults. 

RQ1: How do individual game-based elements effect learning gain 

Results showed that game-based elements returned mixed results for learning gains (see 

Figure 2). Most elements were positively associated with learning gains while some showed 

little effect. 

Where Narrative Context was present, results showed higher learning gains compared to all 

the other game-based elements. That is not a surprise since most children probably enjoy a 

story-based narrative and find it easier to be motivated towards that kind of learning context. 

Difficult Levels, Feedback, Goals & Rules, and Points showed all high learning gains 

compared to elements grand mean. Additionally, they were the most common elements that 

were identified. They were associated, as stated in section 2.2, with engagement, enjoyment 

and motivation that really seem to help students to stay on the subject and should not be a 

surprise since motivation has been strongly linked with academic achievements (Broussard 

& Garrison, 2004). 

Leaderboards could only be identified in three studies and showed learning gains slightly 

below grand mean. Due to low number of studies could be viewed as not conclusive 

evidence. Learning gain, however, shows evidence that collaborative competition would be 

useful to create a competitive learning environment that students enjoy and strive to beat 

their peers. However, some researchers have provided evidence that it might only benefit the 
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top students (Duncan, 2013) and that could explain why learning gains for Leaderboards 

don’t measure higher. 

Achievements & Badges could only be identified in two studies and results showed a low 

learning gains compared to the other game-based elements and grand mean. That results 

were a surprise since it could be expected that rewards for achievements would be appealing 

to children and could improve their attitude and increase enjoyment towards the learning 

context. However, it must be considered that these results are based on a mean from only 

two studies and could simply be due to statistical error. 

RQ2: Is there a difference between game-based elements learning 

effect between children and young adults 

Results showed that for all game-based elements learning gains were quite lower for children 

when compared to learning gains for young adults (see Table 6). This could be credited to 

young adults being further along than children in their cognitive skills development 

(Goswami & Bryant, 2007). Another theory is that the enjoyment aspect is overwhelming 

for children and distracts them the learning context (Charsky & Ressler, 2011). Specific 

game-based elements could contribute as well. 

Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards were only present in the studies that featured 

children which is not surprising since they could be considered be more suited for children. 

However, they both showed lower learning gains compared to other elements raising a 

question if it would be beneficial to including them. By including Leaderboards in a game-

based learning context, children that experience low self-efficacy might shy away from the 

competition aspect when comparing to others (Prensky, 2001). 

 

Difficult Levels was the only game-based element that showed simular learning effect for 

both children and young adults. That indicates that matching task difficulty benefits both age 

groups in a similar way. That does not come as a surprise since increasing difficulty should 

be suitable for both struggling and stronger students at all ages. However, in a single study 

[A9] students reported Difficult Levels to be too long and lacking proper instructions that 

resulted low learning gains. That indicates that implementation needs to be carefully chosen 

and try not to complicate things. 

3.3.3 Recommendation 

Results from the systematic literature review revealed that game-based elements like 

Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards seem to be less effective than Difficult Levels, 

Feedback, Goals & Rules, and Points. There was also a strong indication that game-based 

learning is not as effective for children compared to game-based learning for young adults. 

Those findings were based on only 15 studies and the author recommends redoing the 

review. Expanding the number of included studies by adding more search systems and 

lowering the citation threshold used in stage 1 of the selection and quality assessment would 

provide more conclusive evidence about these findings. 

3.3.4 Justification for this study 

It can be regarded a concern that results from the literature review indicated that children 

seem to gain less from game-based learning compared to game-based learning for young 
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adults. Educators might not be willing to add game-based learning to their list of assignments 

if they have been proven to be less effective than traditional classroom instructions.  

Therefor it was important to explore with this review how well game-based elements help 

to promote learning. Results gave an indication to what specific game-based elements benefit 

more than others but could not provide empiric evidence. To provide that, the game-based 

elements needed to be tested within the same game context. The best way to achieve that 

was to design and develop an educational game.
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4 Developing a learning game 

The key instrument participating students will use during the research procedure is a game 

context named Skólakeppni. The game was designed and developed by the author of this 

thesis based on requirements derived from research methodology design. This section 

provides detailed information about the software development process. That includes 

methodologies used, requirements gathered, design principles used, and user interface 

mockup created.  

Designs and development were carried out by the researcher and drawings were done by an 

amateur artist (see Acknowledgements). The final version included 3865 lines of code, 68 

original drawings and 66 audio recordings, one for each word. Technical details about 

software, hardware and a reference to the source code can be found in Appendix D. 

4.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the game was to provide a game-based elemental learning instrument 

designed for primary school juniors aged seven to ten-year-old. The game was required to 

include the following game-based elements (see chapter 2.2 for more details). 

• Achievements & Badges 

• Difficulty Levels 

• Feedback 

• Goals & Rules 

• Leaderboards 

• Points 

It was decided to exclude Narrative Context as a game-based element from the game for 

three reasons. To begin with, it was determined to be the most complicated of all seven 

game-based elements to implement and in the literature, it was usually associated with a 3D 

based game environment. Secondly, it was concluded that including Narrative Context only 

for e.g. one experimental group would yield a totally different game experience for other 

groups and hence have a major influence on learning gains. Thirdly, by having Narrative 

Context present for all groups might mask learning gains from the other game-based 

elements since it was shown to have the most learning gains. 

4.2 Literacy context 

The Icelandic national curriculum for compulsory school states that literacy is one of the six 

fundamental pillars. The first category of the competence criteria for Icelandic is spoken 

language, listening and looking at pictures (Ministry of Education, 2013). From an early age, 

pictures are a natural phenomenon that children associate quickly with spoken words. 

Written words are however arbitrary and often hard to grasp. Literacy learning material often 
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include pictures associated with written context not only for enjoyment but to provide a 

natural relationship with words. It was decided that the learning function of the game would 

be to identify (with the help of in game audio) and transpose a picture into a written word. 

Words that were depicted were chosen from literacy material created for first and second 

grades by the Icelandic Directorate of Education (Steinunn Torfadóttir & Bjartey 

Sigurðardóttir, 2011). The selection criteria were words that could be easily transposed into 

letters and without having ambiguous meaning. 

4.3 Preparations 

Some preparations were made before development could begin. Tablets were chosen as a 

preferred platform due to their portability and concerns that children between ages seven and 

eight might find it difficult to use a computer with a keyboard. Development framework and 

methodology was chosen based on researcher access to Android devices and prior 

programming knowledge. 

4.3.1 Development framework 

Android framework was chosen due to accessibility to Android tablets and other devices. 

The author of this thesis also had comprehensive experience working with the Java 

programming language. Experience in developing for Android devices was still limited.  

Android fundamentals and best design practices were derived from the book Introduction to 

Android Application Development (Annuzzi, Darcey, & Conder, 2014). In addition to that 

the book Android programming: The big nerd ranch guide (Hardy & Phillips, 2013) 

provided guides that were followed to create prototypes and to test design ideas. Various 

online documentation was also used based on demand during development but were not kept 

track of. 

4.3.2 Development methodology 

The game was developed using a hybrid mix of Waterfall and Agile development 

methodology. Studies have shown that hybrid approach have become the industry standard 

and are preferred over large methods for process customization (Kuhrmann et al., 2017). 

First step was to list all requirements based on game description and elements. The next step 

was to decide on architecture design and then draw rough sketches of the user interface. This 

was considered the right approach (Waterfall) since requirements were all exact from the 

beginning, minimizing the risk of redesign needed and therefore granting analytical design. 

With requirements and design completed, the next step was to implement requirements using 

an incremental development cycle. For each requirement that involved implementing, 

creating unit tests, deploying the application to a virtual or physical device, perform user 

tests, and finally review the whole process. These steps were done for each requirement one 

at a time and repeated if needed from review. This method allowed for fast feedback that 

helped to identify problems and fixing them at an early stage, thus adhering to the Agile 

methodology. 
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4.4 Requirements 

Requirements were derived from the game-based elements defined in section 2.2 and results 

from the systematic literature review in section 3.2. The game needed to include all game-

based elements and have the option to turn them on or off without impacting the flow of the 

gameplay. Use cases were preferred rather than user stories. Two roles were defined for the 

game: player and admin. All actions in the game were all performed by the player (student) 

except for admin (researcher) turning the game-based elements on and off depending on test 

condition. 

4.4.1 Specification 

Requirements were derived from research methodology and game-based elements. All 

requirements were given the highest priority as they were all essential for the research. They 

were put in an order that was beneficial from a developer perspective (see Table 7). 

Table 7 Game requirements 

ID Description Priority 

REQ-01 Main menu with play game, leaderboards, and settings choices Highest 

REQ-02 Display picture with corresponding audio Highest 

REQ-03 Allow player to guess the correct word Highest 

REQ-04 

REQ-05 

REQ-06 

REQ-07 

REQ-08 

REQ-09 

REQ-10 

REQ-11 

REQ-12 

REQ-13 

Provide feedback that indicates wrong or right answer (audio) 

Display correct answer when player answers incorrectly 

Indicate and reward player performance (using 3-star rating) 

Display player points changes during gameplay 

Display player life status changes during gameplay 

Display top 5 players on leaderboard 

Add player to leaderboard and highlight position 

Allow player to enter name and choose avatar 

Gradually increase difficulty and show progress 

Allow game-based elements to be set either on or off 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Highest 

Then, user stories were created to describe functional requirements of the game in more 

detail. 

4.4.2 Use cases 

Use cases were written from player perspective to focus on functional and cognitive behavior 

of the system. A single user story was created for each requirement with the goal of providing 

simple but realistic scenarios. 
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REQ-01: Main menu with play game, leaderboards, and settings choices 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player starts application and game menu is displayed 

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Player taps on game icon in his Android device 

2. Menu is displayed with game, leaderboards, and settings icons 

Postconditions: None 

 

REQ-02: Display picture with corresponding audio 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player is playing game and a new picture randomly with audio is 

displayed 

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Player is displayed a new random image 

2. Player taps on image and corresponding audio is played 

Postconditions: If answer is correct picture will not be displayed again 

 

REQ-03: Allow player to guess the correct word 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player enters a word that he thinks describes the image 

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Player is displayed blank spaces that represent the word length 

2. Player taps on letters that are below the blank spaces 

3. Player sees letters move into the bank spaces, starting from left to right 

4. Player enters all letters required to create the appropriate word  

Postconditions: None 

 

REQ-04: Provide feedback that indicates wrong or right answer (audio) 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player enters a correct/incorrect word and appropriated audio is played 

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Player taps the last letter for the word 

2. Players hears audio that indicates if answer is correct or incorrect 

Postconditions: None 

 

REQ-05: Display correct answer when player answers incorrectly 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player is displayed the correct answer 

Precondition: Player has entered an incorrect word 

Steps: 1. Players is displayed a dialog that shows the correct word 

Postconditions: None 
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REQ-06: Indicate and reward player performance (using 3-star rating) 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player enters a correct word and gets a 3-star rating 

Precondition: None 

Steps: Player is displayed a dialog with 3-star rating 

Postconditions: None 

Exceptions: 1. Player did not finish his answer within time limit and one star is reduced 

2. Player used a hint to get one free letter and one star is reduced 

 

REQ-07: Display player points changes during gameplay 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player enters the correct word and receives points  

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Player enters a correct word 

2. Players is displayed a dialog that shows the points earned 

Postconditions: Points are added to the status bar at the top 

 

REQ-08: Display player life status changes during gameplay 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player enters an incorrect word and loses one life 

Precondition: Player has at least one life left 

Steps: 1. Player enters an incorrect word 

2. Players is displayed a dialog that shows that one life is lost 

Postconditions: One life is removed from the status bar at the top 

 

REQ-09: Display top 5 players on leaderboard 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player taps on leaderboards icon and is displayed top 5 players 

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Player is in main menu and taps on leaderboards icon 

2. Players is displayed a dialog that shows top 5 players and points 

Postconditions: None 

 

REQ-10: Add player to leaderboard and highlight position 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player is displayed leaderboards and current position is highlighted 

Precondition: Player has no lives left or has finished all words 

Steps: 1. Player is displayed leaderboards in a dialog 

2. Players name and points are positioned in leaderboard list 

Postconditions: Player points have been stored in leaderboard list 
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REQ-11: Allow player to enter name and choose avatar 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player enters name and choses avatar 

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Player is in menu and taps on play game icon 

2. Player is displayed a dialog with 10-14 different avatars and text input 

3. Player choses an avatar and enters his name 

4. Player presses ok and game starts 

Postconditions: Avatar and name are visible in status bar at top 

 

REQ-12: Gradually increase difficulty and show progress 

Actor: Player  

Description: Player enters the correct word and enters next level 

Precondition: Player has already answered enough words correctly 

Steps: 1. Player answers correctly 

2. Next word has one more letter than before 

Postconditions: Player level has been increased 

 

REQ-13: Allow game-based elements to be set either on or off 

Actor: Admin  

Description: Admin opens settings and changes what elements are present 

Precondition: None 

Steps: 1. Admin taps on the settings icon 

2. Dialog with current settings status is displayed 

3. Admin taps on element to turn it on/off 

Postconditions: Elements are visible/invisible based on settings 

4.5 Design 

The game was designed using well-known design patterns and practices. The architecture 

aimed to create a structured application with an option to add more than one game mode. 

User interface designs were made to help visualize application and data descriptions were 

created. 

4.5.1 Architecture 

Model View Controller approach was applied when implementing user interaction with the 

game. The Hollywood principle (do not call us, we call you) was implemented to ensure 

loose coupling. Finally, High cohesion was applied to ensure clear roles for classes and 

models. A system architecture model was drawn in the initial design process (see Figure 3). 

Android Fragments were used to separate status bar and game area. That separated word 

game from other functions of the application opening to the possibility for new game modes, 

e.g. math or science game that could be used for further research. 
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System business, model and data were separated from the core Android functionality found 

in controller and view. That was considered beneficial as that would allow for direct reuse 

of game functionalities in a new platform, e.g. iOS in case that would become a requirement 

later. 

Data was stored remotely in Parse Server database provided by Back4App1. The database 

platform provided connectivity to number of frameworks (including Android) and has been 

claimed to be easy to manage and integrate applications with. In addition, it had excellent 

documentations and provided out of the box error log functionality.

 

1 https://www.back4app.com 
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Figure 3 Game system design. 

4.5.2 User interface 

User interface was designed around a landscape orientation view. Initial mockups were 

created for all the main elements of the game. The final product turned out to be quite close 

to the first initial designs. 
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The main screen mockup had simple word boxes were positioned in the middle of the area 

to function as buttons to open word game and leaderboards (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 Main screen mockup design. 

Word game screen included a top status bar. That would display information for the player 

about lives left, points accumulated, and current difficulty level. Below was the word game 

screen with an image representing the word the player was asked to type correctly (see Figure 

5). 

 

Figure 5 Word game screen mockup design. 

Leaderboard dialog listed top 5 players and number of points in a descending order (see 

Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Leaderboard dialog mockup design. 

4.5.3 Data descriptions 

Data was stored remotely to allow players to have leaderboards updates in real time while 

playing the game. Game settings for tests groups needed to be exactly the same during testing 

hence they were also stored remotely. 

Data structure for leaderboard was a trivial task (see Table 8). The core data that was needed 

for leaderboards was player name and score. Avatar id was added to increase cohesion and 

player experience. Game type was included in case other games would be integrated into the 

application. Session was used to identify testing sessions (e.g. pilot, primary). 

Table 8 Leaderboards data 

Name Description Datatype Example 

Score Player final score from game session Number 2500 

Name Player name String Einar 

ImageId In game avatar id Number 7 

Type Game type String Word 

Session Session id for research Number 1 

    

Data structure for settings was quit simple (see Table 9). It’s sole functionality was to turn 

on and off elements in the game. To complete that task element name and active status was 

added.
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Table 9 Settings data 

Name Description Datatype Example 

ElementName Game-based element name String Points 

IsActive Is element active in game Boolean True 

    

4.6 Testing and versioning 

Two types of tests were carried out during development. Unit testing of business classes 

(white box testing) and user testing (black box testing) during each development cycle.  

Unit tests were written that covered business logic to ensure stability and data integrity. 

Mockito2 framework was used to create mockups for data models. Tests typically covered 

normal input data and boundary values. Unit tests can be found in code base referenced in 

Appendix D. 

User tests were performed during each development cycle. As each requirement was 

implemented a new version was deployed and tested. In some cases, rework was needed and 

then the development cycle was repeated. Tests were performed with the help from two 

children, a seven-year-old girl, and a ten-year-old boy. The following versions were tested 

and, in some cases, needed to be reviewed. Functional test was performed for REQ-12. 

Version 0.1: Testing integration of REQ-01 

Participant: 10-year-old boy  

Task: Open application and click on menu items. 

Decision: None needed. 

 

Version 0.2: Testing integration of REQ-02 

Participants: 10-year-old boy & 7-year-old girl  

Task: Click on word game button and identify image. 

Decision: 1. There was too much space between image and layout that was solved 

by decrease padding. 

2. Picture looked small on the screen that was solved by increasing size. 

3. Audio could not be heard when player returned to main menu and 

played again. Fixed by re-initializing audio object on resume.  

 

 

2 https://site.mockito.org 

https://site.mockito.org/
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Version 0.3: Testing integration of REQ-03 

Participants: 10-year-old boy & 7-year-old girl  

Task: Click on letters and identify word correctly. 

Decision: 1. For some letters where was hard to use a finger to choose them. Fixed 

by increasing letters size. 

2. There were still problems choosing specific letters with a finger. Fixed 

by adding more padding added between each letter. 

 

Version 0.4: Testing integration of REQ-04 

Participants: 10-year-old boy & 7-year-old girl  

Task: Click on image to hear audio. 

Decision: None needed. 

 

Version 0.5: Testing integration of REQ-05 

Participant: 7-year-old girl  

Task: Click on letters, write incorrect word and check if the correct word is 

displayed. 

Decision: Not needed. 

 

Version 0.6: Testing integration of REQ-06 

Participants: 10-year-old boy & 7-year-old girl  

Task: Arrange letters correctly within time limit and take not of given star 

rating. 

Decision: 1. Sound for each star was out of sync and was fixed by delaying their 

execution. 

2. Text and image small and take to less focus on the screen. Fixed by 

increasing Feedback dialog size. 

3. When player finished entering the correct word just before time ran out 

an incorrect word dialog was raised. Fixed by stopping time when all 

letters had been typed. 

 

Version 0.7: Testing integration of REQ-07 

Participant: 10-year-old boy  

Task: Answer word correctly and take note of points given and update in status 

bar. 

Decision: 1. Unclear how stars reward extra points. Fixed by showing points 

incrementally as each star earned appear (with sound) 

 

Version 0.8: Testing integration of REQ-08 

Participants: 10-year-old boy & 7-year-old girl  

Task: Answer word incorrectly and take note of one life lost and update in status 

bar. 

Decision: Not needed. 
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Version 0.9: Testing integration of REQ-09 

Participant: 7-year-old girl  

Task: From main menu, click on leaderboards icon to open leaderboards dialog. 

Decision: Player name looks small compared to image. Fixed by increasing font 

size. 

 

Version 0.10: Testing integration of REQ-10 

Participant: 7-year-old girl  

Task: Play game until end (all lives depleted, or all answers finished) and take 

note of leaderboard and player position. 

Decision: Hard to see current player position from other players. Fixed by adding 

more contrast to background for current player. 

 

Version 0.11: Testing integration of REQ-11 

Participants: 10-year-old boy & 7-year-old girl  

Task: Start game and chose avatar and enter name. Take note of name and 

avatar that is shown in status bar. 

Decision: Avatar looks small and a lot of space between images. Fixed by 

increasing avatar size to use all available space. 

 

Version 0.12: Testing integration of REQ-12 

Participant: 7-year-old girl  

Task: Play game and answer enough words correctly to qualify for the next 

level. 

Decision: 1. ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException error occurred for two letter words 

when five correct answers are needed to qualify to next level. Problem is 

that two letter words are only four in total. Fixed by increasing level 

automatically for two letter words when all words have been answered 

correctly. 

 

Version 0.13: Testing integration of REQ-13 

Participant: Author  

Task: Turn each game-based element off and play game. Repeat and try 

different combinations. 

Decision: 1. Countdown clock for the Achievements & Badges element was 

sometime started when turned off. The OnResume event started the 

countdown and was fixed by add a condition based on element setting. 

 

 

With all requirements implemented a final version was built and all functionality. User tests 

for the final product were carried out and some changes were made. 
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Version 1.0: Testing integration of the fully functional application 

Participants: 10-year-old boy & 7-year-old girl  

Task: Play the game without any specific instructions and take notes. 

Review: 1. Only home button available when game was finished. Players found it 

frustrating to have to enter name again and chose avatar to play again. 

Fixed by adding a restart game button in the dialog and reuse current 

name and avatar. 

2. Player accidentally entered incorrect letter but could not replace it. 

Fixed by adding a backspace button to remove last letter entered. 
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4.7 Logging 

Players actions were logged to analyze performance and behavior. Logging was designed to 

provide detail about player total points, highest points received, levels completed, correct 

answers and how many minutes of gameplay spent. 

Logging was performed at the business layer in the application. Data was simply stored in 

three columns. PlayerId to keep track of individual players actions. Action performed by 

player, e.g. starting the game, answering correctly, etc. For each action, a corresponding 

value was stored, e.g. 1000 points received, or 3-star rating given see (Table 10).  

Table 10 Logging data 

Name Description Datatype Example 

PlayerId Player identity Number 7 

Action 

Type 

Action in the game 

Activity or Error 

String 

String 

Start, Correct, Points, Stars 

 

Value Action value String 1, 1, 1000, 3 

 

 

   

. 
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5 Research methodology 

The preparations that had been made in previous sections were all important steps towards 

designing the research methodology of this thesis. In the field of educational games, the 

game-based elements they embed had been categorized, a systematic literature review had 

been conducted that reveled gaps in the literature for the author to explore further, and an 

educational game had been designed and implemented.  

This section provides detail information about the research methodology. How the 

hypotheses were developed, the intended participants, instruments to be used to carry out the 

research, pilots that were performed to tune the procedure, a detailed description of the main 

experimental procedure, and how data analysis should be conducted. 

5.1 Hypotheses 

Results from the literature review showed different learning gains between game-based 

elements without providing empirical evidence with statistical certainty. They indication that 

lack of game-based elements might not promote learning gains as effectively as when they 

are present. Studies that featured games that were e.g. lacking Goals & Rules or/and Points 

showed lower learning gains and the lack of engagement, enjoyment and motivation might 

contribute to that. Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards were only present on a couple 

of occasions not providing enough evidence to conclude how effetely they promote learning. 

However, they did show lower learning gains compared to other elements that can indicate 

that competition might discourage some students. 

These results raised a question if there is a significant difference for learning gains depending 

on game-based elements that are present. If there is a significant difference it could be 

explained by the different phycological effects game-based elements have been shown to 

have (see Table 1). Therefor the purpose of this research design was to test if there is a 

significant difference in learning gains within the same game context when different game-

based elements are applied. Therefore, the following hypothesis were proposed. 

Null hypothesis (H0) 

There is not a significant difference in learning gains between control group and 

experimental groups that play a game-based learning context that combines different game-

based elements. 

Research hypothesis one (H1) 

There is a significant difference in learning gains between two groups favoring the 

experimental group one where the control group includes the game-based elements Feedback 

and Difficulty Level and the experimental group includes additionally Goals & Rules and 

Points. 
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Research hypothesis two (H2) 

There is a significant difference in learning gains between experimental group one (from H1)  

and experimental group two in favor of experimental group one, where experimental group 

two includes the game-based elements Feedback and Difficulty Level, Goals & Rules, 

Points, Achievements & Badges, and Leaderboards. 

5.2 Participants 

Total of 96 second grade students in Iceland participated are needed for the study. Students 

will come from three different schools and two classes will most likely be needed for each 

group to include at least 32 participants. The students from the first school will be exposed 

only to control group test conditions, second school will only be exposed to experimental 

group one test conditions and for the third and final school students will only be exposed to 

experimental group two test conditions (see Figure 15).  

5.3 Instruments 

Several instruments will be used to carry out the study. Knowledge pre- and posttests have 

been created to measure learning gains. The Skólakeppni learning application to facilitate 

picture to word learning by playing the game. Satisfactory survey will be used to evaluate 

player experience.  

5.3.1 Knowledge tests 

Pre- and posttests will be used to perform knowledge assessment before and after playing 

the game. Both tests are identical and consist of 12 questions with one point given for a 

correct answer. Highest possible total score for each test is therefore 12 points. The tests will 

be carried out on a printed paper and students will use a pen to write their answers. 

The questions are based on pictures from the game that students will play between the pre- 

and posttest. Students are required to write the correct word fitting with each picture (see 

Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 A three letter question from the test sheets 
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Both tests consist of one picture with a two-letter word, two pictures with three-letter words, 

three pictures with four-letter words, three pictures with five-letter words, and three pictures 

with six-letter words. The complete test sheets for pre- and posttests can be found in 

Appendix E. 

5.3.2 Game context 

The Skólakeppni game context will be used as the sole learning instrument that students are 

exposed to in the study. The game main menu includes two buttons, one to start playing the 

game and another to display the leaderboards. In the top right corner is a small button to 

open a settings dialog (see Figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 8 Game main menu 

The settings dialog will allow the author of this thesis to select which game-based elements 

are active for each test group during the experiment (see Figure 9). The game requires players 

to select from twelve different avatars and type in their name before starting to play the game 

(see Figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 9 Settings dialog for game-based elements 
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Figure 10 Players selected avatar and entered name 

The six game-based elements that will be used for different test conditions are presented in 

the game as follows. 

Achievements & Badges are presented as star ratings. Player will receive one to three stars 

based on performance. While figuring out the correct word a ticking clock removes stars one 

by one. Each star will award the player with some bonus points (see Figure 11). 

 

  

Figure 11 Active game mode with game-based elements identified for clarification. 

Difficulty Levels are based on how many letters words consisted of. First level consists of 

two letter words. Once completing five words correctly player levels up to three letter words 

and so on. The difficult levels were five in total ranging from two letter words up to six letter 

words (see Figure 11). 
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Goals & Rules was implemented in a way that at start of game player is given five lives. For 

an incorrect answer one life is lost and if all lives are lost the game was over. The goal is to 

finish all the words without losing all lives (see Figure 11). 

Feedback is given to player on three occasions. First, players can tap on the picture to hear 

an audio recording voicing the correct word (see Figure 11). Secondly, when an incorrect 

word is written an error indicating sound is heard and a dialog is opened that shows the 

picture along with the correct word (see Figure 12 left side). Thirdly, when a correct word 

is written a success indicating sound is heard and a dialog will be opened showing given 

points and star rating (see Figure 12 right side). 

 

 

Figure 12 Feedback that player receives (incorrect answer to left and correct answer to 

right) 

Leaderboards are integrated as a list of top 5 players ordered by the total number of points 

earned during game session. At the end of game the player will see his position ether in the 

top 5 or position below if player will not earn enough points for the top 5 (see Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13 Leaderboards with current player finishing in the thirteenth position 
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Points are given to players based on their performance. For each correct word, a basic 

number of points is given. Depending on how many stars ratings player earns, bonus points 

are added. More points are given for each answer as player progresses to a higher level. 

5.3.3 Game experience survey 

When students are done playing the game, they will be asked to take a enjoyment survey. 

The survey will be used to evaluate the game enjoyment level for each child by asking them 

to choose a smiley face based on how they liked the game. The rating is a five-point scale 

ranging from a very happy smiley with thumbs up as a five point rating to a modest happy 

smiley as a one point rating (see Figure 14). Other different smiley faces scales were 

considered, e.g. a one to five point rating Smileyometer starting with an unhappy smiley face 

and ending with a happy face (Read, MacFarlane, & Casey, 2002). However, one study that 

engaged a large group of children used a different five-point smiley face scales under same 

test conditions found that approach problematic. Results showed that children did not use 

smiley faces that were associated with neutral or negative emotions to express their feelings 

(Hall, Hume, & Tazzyman, 2016). Hence, it was concluded that using only positive smiley 

face scale was appropriate. 

 

Figure 14 Five-point enjoyment smiley face scale 

5.4 Pilot 

A pilot study was performed as recommended to fine tune experiment procedure as 

recommended (Gorard et al., 2004). This was done to find and fix possible defects in the 

research procedure that might be that severe requiring the whole test process to be repeated. 

Two pilot tests were conducted and in both cases all game-based elements were active. 

The first pilot was conducted with a single child that was finishing second grade. The test 

revealed that game context was too easy where available letters for the missing word were 

only in the incorrect order. More letters were added to increase difficulty. 

The second pilot was done with two children that had just finished the first grade. Test 

revealed that the appropriate maximum time given to finish the pre- and posttest should be 

3 minutes. Test subjects spent approximately 6 and 8 minutes playing the game that indicated 

that 10 minutes should be the maximum game time allowed. 

The children were also asked to give the game a rating using the five-point scale and all three 

responded with 4 points. 
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5.5 Procedure 

Between-subjects approach (Dimitrov & Rumrill Jr, 2003) will be used to determine if there 

is a difference in learning gains between game-based elements. For each school tests will 

take place in a private room with groups of 4-5 students present at a time as attention to 

detail is important (Cobb et al., 2003). 

Research procedure execution should approximate 18 minutes for each group of students 

and consist of four different steps (Figure 15). Each step will be timed precisely to ensure 

consistency between control group and the two experimental groups.  

Researcher and an assistant (a pre grad master’s student) will be present for each group 

aiding and to organize instruments.  

Step 1: Pretest 

First step is to perform a pretest to measure current state of knowledge for each student. 

Students will be given the pretest sheet, a piece of paper and verbal directions on how to 

conduct the test before beginning. When started a stopwatch will be set counting down from 

3 minutes. Students will be allowed do ask questions during the test but will not receive any 

hints that can give away the correct answer. When time is up all test sheets will be removed 

regardless if student is finished or not. 

Step 2: Play the game 

Second step is to play the game under different test conditions. All students will be given 

ten minutes playing time and a stopwatch will be used to keep time. When started the game 

gives out an incremental number for each student that will be used to link together pretest, 

game performance (based on game system log), experience survey and post test results. 

Students start out by selecting an avatar and typing in their name before commencing to play 

the game. 

Control group will play the game with only Difficulty Levels and Feedback game-based 

elements active. Players receive the same feedback if a word is answered incorrectly but 

instead of showing stars and points for correct answers a thumbs up picture is displayed (see 

Figure 12). 

Experimental group one will play the game with Difficulty Levels, Feedback, Goals & Rules 

and Points game-based elements present during gameplay. Once completing all difficulty 

levels instead of current player leaderboard position showing the player will sew his/her final 

score. 

Experimental group two will play the game with all game-based elements active. The game-

based elements Achievements & Badges, Difficulty Levels, Feedback, Goals & Rules, 

Leaderboards and Points will all be active during gameplay. 

Step 3: Experience survey 

Third step is to ask students to evaluate their enjoyment from playing the game be answering 

a simple experience survey. Students will receive a paper form with a five-point smiley 

rating scale (see Figure 14) and asked to mark with a pencil what they thought appropriate 

based from game experience. 
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Step 4: Posttest 

Fourth and final step is to perform a posttest to measure knowledge retention from playing 

the game. The test will be carried out the same way as done in step 1 for the pretest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Research procedure for control group, experimental group one and 

experimental group two 
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5.6 Data syntheses and analysis 

 

Statistical tests will be performed to analyze tests significance (Dimitrov & Rumrill Jr, 

2003). A paired t-tests between pre- and posttest result for each test group will be performed 

to determine if learning gains are significant. A one-way ANOVA test will be performed to 

compare learning gains means between the three groups. 
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6 Results and discussion 

The experiment was scheduled to take place on the 1st to 3rd of September 2020. However, 

due to the ongoing COVID-19 worldwide pandemic schools in Iceland were closed to all 

external guests. The most appropriate way to deal with that disappointment was to speculate 

about possible outcome. 

6.1 Results 

Since the research could not be performed it is only possible to review possible outcomes 

and under what conditions they would occur.  

Worst case scenario would have been if the null hypothesis (H0) was accepted and both 

hypothesis one (H1) and hypotheses two (H2) rejected. That could only happen if the control 

group would have showed higher learning gains mean than both experimental groups and if 

there was not a significant difference in learning gains between groups. 

For both H1 and H2 were accepted and therefore H0 rejected, both experimental groups 

would have showed significantly higher learning gains mean compared to the control group. 

Experimental group one would have scored higher than experimental group two. 

Another possible scenario would have been if H1 would have been accepted but H2 rejected. 

That could only happen if experimental group two would score significantly higher that 

experimental group one. 

6.2 Discussion 

The purpose of this research was to explore how combining specific game-based elements 

(see Table 1) in a game-based learning context affect students learning gains obtained after 

playing. The author of this theses expected hypothesis H0 to be rejected and both H1 and H2 

accepted. Nonetheless the other possible outcomes must be discussed. 

Having H0 accepted and therefore both H1 and H2 rejected would mean that game-based 

elements do not significantly impact learning gains. That would indicate that the way 

learning material is presented in a game context primarily influences how educational games 

promote learning. That does not mean that game-based elements should be completely 

ignored as they have been considered to affect i.e. students engagement, enjoyment, and 

motivation but rather try to determine if some of them have a negative effect on learning. 

Having H0 rejected and both H1 and H2 accepted would affirm the initial indicating results 

from the systematic literature review. In terms of H1 being accepted, combining the game-

based elements Difficulty Levels, Feedback, Goals & Rules and Points used by experimental 

group when playing the game showed significantly higher learning gains compared to 

exposing the player only to Difficulty Levels, Feedback used by the control group. A reason 
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for this could be that the element Goals & Rules provides engaging objectives and fulfilling 

them is then rewarded with points. The element Points affects enjoyment and motivation 

which has previously been positively linked with academic achievements (Margolis & 

McCabe, 2003). In terms of H2 being accepted, experimental group two that additionally 

included the elements Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards showed significantly 

lower learning gains compared to experimental group one. The element Achievements & 

Badges positively affects attitude and enjoyment, and the element Leaderboards affects 

enjoyment and duration. It would be logical to assume that would increase learning gains 

but both elements additionally create a competitive learning environment. Studies have 

however shown that competition can discourage students and only benefits top students 

(Duncan, 2013) that could explain that kind of result. 

Having H2 rejected would mean that experimental group two showed significantly higher 

learning gains mean compared to experimental group one, i.e. additionally including the 

game-based elements Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards increases learning gains. 

That would mean children do not shy away from a competitive learning environment and 

indicate that a collaboration between students affects learning gains positively. 
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7 Conclusion and recommendations 

The work the author put into this thesis has provided a different angle into the field of game-

based learning. A taxonomy of the core game-based elements used in educational games was 

created by combining results from four other studies on that subject. A systematic literature 

review was conducted that explored usages of game-based elements and how they correlate 

with learning gains within educational games. A game-based learning instrument was 

designed and implemented to allow the author to explore different combinations of game-

based elements. Finally, a research methodology was designed intended to explore how a 

combination of specific game-based elements within the same game-based learning context 

promotes learning gains. 

7.1 Conclusion 

Even if the research could not be carried out it can be speculated that findings would have 

reported on what combination of game-based elements promote learning more. That result 

could benefit creators of educational games to choose the right balance in educational games. 

Another aspect is that the ability to turn on and off specific game-based elements in 

educational games should be integrated to allow students to personalize the gaming 

experience themselves. Students that get, e.g. discouraged by the competition aspect of 

Achievements & Badges and Leaderboards could simply turn off those game-based elements 

and still enjoyed the game on their own terms. 

The main goal for the author of this theses was to provide empiric evidence that could be 

used to improve the literature about game-based learning and therefore make educational 

games promote learning better. If game-based learning can be as or even more efficient than 

traditional teacher instructions, they could encourage educators to include them as part of 

classroom assignments. 

7.2 Recommendations 

The decision to combine and pair specific game-based elements for the control group and 

the two experimental groups was largely based on results from the systematic literature 

review. Doing a more comprehensive research exploring number of combinations and how 

that effects learning gains could yield interesting results. That could reveal if some elements 

are more dependent on one another and how individual elements behave. Trying the same 

approach with a different learning context, e.g. a math game would be a very interesting 

topic to explore. Narrative Context was not included due to reasons explained in section 4.1 

but reported high learning gains when compared to the other elements (see  Figure 2). The 

author suggests adding that element to be able to explore how it effects learning gains. 
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7.3 Limitations 

There are some limitations in this thesis that should be acknowledged. The first and biggest 

of course was not being able to carry out the research due to the ongoing pandemic COVID-

19 forcing the author to speculate on results. Secondly, the research methodology did not 

include a retention test that some might consider providing just as important information as 

the posttest. Thirdly, learning gain could be considered as an unreliable measurement. E.g. 

a group of students with a low mean from the pretest has the potential to show higher learning 

gains on the posttest compared to a group with a very high mean from the pretest. Lastly, in 

the research procedure students were given 10 minutes to play the game as the pilot indicated 

to be an appropriate amount of time. However, students with low self-efficacy might have 

needed more time to play the game to reach five- and six-letter words and as a result only 

been exposed to few pictures negatively impacting their posttest performance.
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Appendix B 

Data Extraction Form  

 

Study ID: Unique id. 

Author(s) and year: Unique id. 

Search portal: Digital data source for study. 

Publication type: Journal Article or Conference Paper. 

Published by: Publisher for study. 

Citations: Total citations total citations since published. 

DDE: Date of data extraction. 

Group size / Age: Size of the experimental group and students age. 

Subject: Curriculum-based subject featured in game. 

Elements: Achievements & Badges (AB), Difficulty Levels (DL), Feedback (FB), Goals & 

Rules  (GR), Leaderboards (LB), Narrative Context (NC), Points PO). 

Pretest mean: Participants mean from pretest. 

Posttest mean: Participants mean from posttest. 

Gains: Learning gains difference between pretest mean and posttest mean. 

Relevant Findings: Short description of the findings related to the review. 
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Appendix C 

Study 

ID 

Search 

portal 

Publication 

type 

Published 

by Citations DDE 

Group 

size / Age Subject Elements 

Pretest 

mean 

Posttest 

mean 

Mean 

gain Relevant Findings 

A1 Scopus Journal 

Article 

British 

Journal of 

Educational 

Technology 

52 10.5.

2020 

245 / 13-

14 

Mathematics AB, DL, 

FB, GR, 

PO 

42.43 52.08 9.65 Students used the DimentionsM game 

for 18 weeks as a supplement to regular 

classroom instructions. Result showed 

increased mathematical knowledge 

acquisition in algebra and maintained 

student motivation to learn. 

A2 ScienceDirect Journal 

Article 

Computers 

& Education 

71 16.5.

2020 

33 / 12-13 Language 

Arts 

DL, FB, 

GR, NC, 

PO 

34.20 58.68 24.48 Students used the Quest Atlantis game 

as story driven motivation in a 

persuasive writing class. Of total 12 

classroom periods, nine of them took 

place in the computer laboratory. 

Student showed high levels of 

engagement and needed few teacher 

reprimands to stay on task. Tests 

showed significant learning gains 

A3 Snowballing Journal 

Article 

Computers 

& Education 

112 17.5.

2020 

182 / 6-14 Mathematics FB, GR, 

PO 

38.86 49.57 10.71 Participants played the online 

Shakshouka Restaurant game and some 

of them completed an online study unit 

pre or post playing the game. Players 

that completed the study unit before 

playing the game showed some 

learning gains while others did not 

show any gains. Overall, the players 

did show significant gains. 

A4 ScienceDirect Journal 

Article 

Computers 

& Education 

108 17.5.

2020 

45 / 11 Mathematics DL, FB, 

GR 

76.13 83.13 7.00 Students played six interactive games 

in a problem-posing system to solve 

mathematical problems. The system 

benefited studies with lover pretest 

score more than results showed in the 

control group that used traditional 

learning methods. Students showed 

significant learning gains. 
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Study 

ID Search portal 

Publication 

type 

Published 

by Citations DDE 

Group 

size / Age Subject Elements 

Pretest 

mean 

Posttest 

mean 

Mean 

gain Relevant Findings 

A5 ScienceDirect Journal 

Article 

Computers 

in Human 

Behavior 

38 17.5.

2020 

254 / 12-

13 

Science 

(Physics) 

DL, FB, 

GR, LB, 

PO 

56.40 68.85 12.45 Students spent 120 minutes playing Carrot 

Land game that allows students to learn the 

concepts of force and motion. Traditional 

learning instruments were used along with 

playing the game. Students showed 

significant learning gains. 

A6 Scopus Journal 

Article 

British 

Journal of 

Educational 

Technology 

38 18.5.

2020 

65 / 12-15 Science 

(Biology) 

DL, FB, 

GR, PO 

37.79 60.11 22.32 Students spent 2 weeks playing the 

Humunology game that was embedded 

with an extensive tutorial. Results showed 

significant learning gains and expressed a 

high level of satisfaction. Procedural 

knowledge was beneficial as the game 

required students to utilize the acquired 

knowledge to solve problems successfully. 

A7 Snowballing Journal 

Article 

Computers 

& Education 

87 18.5.

2020 

280 / 12-

15 

Science 

(Physics) 

AB, DL, 

FB, NC 

31.58 34.67 3.08 Students from USA and Taiwan played 

SURGE a Newtonian physics game in a 

single day. Results showed high level of 

motivation and modest learning gains from 

both countries combined. Modest learning 

gains were mirrored using traditional 

learning methods indicating a cumbersome 

subject. 

A8 Snowballing Journal 

Article 

Computers 

& Education 

57 18.5.

2020 

27 / 16-17 Science 

(Physics) 

DL, FB, 

GR, NC 

29.10 47.62 18.52 Students played the First Colony game that 

teaches the basic concept of electrostatics. 

Tests showed significant overall gains in 

knowledge. One of 6 learning objectives in 

the game performed badly and was 

considered a failure. 

A9 Snowballing Journal 

Article 

Computers 

& Education 

134 21.5.

2020 

50 / 18-22 Language 

Arts 

DL, FB, 

NC, PO 

41,06 44,33 3,28 Fifty students in the University in Alicante 

played the It is a Deal game that teaches 

the subject of business English. Students 

thought the feedback was repetitive, some 

levels were too long and lacking 

instructions. Results show low but 

significant learning gains. 
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Study 

ID 

Search 

portal 

Publication 

type Published by Citations DDE 

Group 

size / Age Subject Elements 

Pretest 

mean 

Posttest 

mean 

Mean 

gain Relevant Findings 

A10 Snowballing Journal 

Article 

Journal of the 

Learning 

Sciences 

200 21.5.

2020 

51 / 7-11 Mathematics DL, FB, 

GR, PO 

31.00 46.00 15.00 Students spent two hours playing the 

Zombie Division game to learn 

mathematics. Learning gains where 

significant and students that played 

the intrinsic version of the game spent 

7 times longer playing the game and 

showed higher posttest results. 

A11 Snowballing Journal 

Article 

Computers & 

Education 

112 21.5.

2020 

4 / 17-22 Science 

(Computer) 

FB, NC, 

PO 

34.62 75.00 40.38 Students played a game to learn 

requirements collection and analysis 

in a software engineering class at both 

a collage level and at a university 

level. Results showed significant 

learning gains at a university level but 

lower scores at a collage level. 

Results stated that game-based 

learning to teach software engineering 

is more suitable at a university level. 

A12 Scopus Journal 

Article 

Computers & 

Education 

18 22.5.

2020 

82 / 14-18 

years old 

Executive 

functions 

DL, GR, 

LB, PO 

71.50 82.20 10.70 Students played the Alien Game 20 

minutes a week for 6 consecutive 

weeks to train cognitive skills of EF 

shifting. A DCCS test was conducted 

to measure learning effect. Results 

showed far greater gains compared to 

normal teaching methods. 

A13 Web of 

Science 

Journal 

Article 

Journal of 

Educational 

Psychology 

67 22.5.

2020 

41 / 15-16 Science 

(Biology) 

DL, FB, 

GR, LB, 

PO 

18.13 28.38 10.25 Students played the iSTART-ME to 

learn challenging science texts. 

Learning gains where significant and 

motivation was far greater than 

compared to traditional learning 

methods. 
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Study 

ID Search portal 

Publication 

type 

Published 

by Citations DDE 

Group 

size / Age Subject Elements 

Pretest 

mean 

Posttest 

mean 

Mean 

gain Relevant Findings 

A14 ACM Digital 

Library 

Conference 

Paper 

Proceedings 

of the 

eleventh 

annual 

ICICER*3 

31 23.5.2020 20 / 18-41 Science 

(Comput

er) 

DL, FB, 

GR 

20.83 41.67 20.83 Participants spent almost 5 hours online 

playing The Gidget game that teaches 

the fundamentals in programming. 

Results showed significant learning 

gains and were able to match 

performance from traditional learning 

methods in approximately half the time. 

A15 ScienceDirect Journal 

Article 

Computers 

& Education 

51 23.5.2020 28 / 18-21  Language 

Arts 

FB, GR, 

NC, PO 

36.80 60.40 23.60 Chinese college students spent 4 hours 

learning English vocabulary using an 

iMapBook with interactive text passage 

and inference-based computer games. 

Compared to a control group using 

hardcopy booklets for learning game-

based experimental group showed a 

significantly higher learning gains. 

Researcher questioned what the grater 

learning gains in the experimental group 

could be contributed only to the game-

based environment or also other factors 

in the learning environment. 

 

3 Proceedings of the eleventh annual International Conference on International Computing Education Research 
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Appendix D 

Various tools and devices were used during development and are listed 

here in no specific order. 

Development tool: Android Studio 3.5, compiled for SDK versions 16-29 

Testing framework: Mockito https://site.mockito.org 

Development device: Lenovo Legion Y530 Intel Core i7-8750H 16 GB RAM Windows 10 

HOME 64-bit 

User testing devices: Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 7”, Lenovo Tab 2 A30, Samsung Galaxy Tab 

A 10.1” and Google Pixel 4 XL. 

Source control: Git 2.26  

Project source code: https://github.com/skolakeppni/master  

Notendanafn: skolakeppni 

Lykilorð: esQ2.qu89RxP 

Database used: Parse Server www.back4app.com 

Audio recording: Reaper 5.9 with Behringer Xenyx 502 

Picture drawings: Photoshop CC (2019) and Wacom Intuos Small

https://site.mockito.org/
https://github.com/skolakeppni/master
http://www.back4app.com/
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Appendix E 

Pretest that students carried out before playing the game context. 
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Posttest that students carried out after playing the game context. 

 


